Telecommunications

Keeping informed &
in touch for less
With so many players and even more offerings in the market today,
it’s so difficult to keep up with them all and to know the best
telecommunications solution for your organisation.
Because Beaconplus works in the market all day, every day, independent
of suppliers, we are in an ideal position to address this issue for you.
Telecommunications to many may be purely telephone and mobile calls, or it may include
transferring data between sites. It may also involve technologies such as Voice over Internet
Protocol (VoIP), unified messaging or multi media services.
Whatever your issue: reducing the cost of telephone and mobile calls; upgrading your
telephone system; relocating; or putting in a new data network, Beaconplus can ensure that
you get an integrated solution that meets all your needs.
Now, more than ever, it is essential that you have the support of an impartial expert, who
can help you understand the myriad of choices available and work with you to implement
the right solution.
What we do
Our comprehensive analysis and support process (PAIS) ensures that we fully understand
your organisation in order to recommend the most appropriate solution for you.
We analyse your infrastructure, services and maintenance arrangements - evaluating such
elements as purpose, capacity & usage, supply position and charges - and compare these
against best industry practice, market trends and your future needs.
Our recommendations must satisfy 3 key criteria:
• Reduce expenditure and management time
• Maintain or increase service levels
• Enhance efficiency

costs is the only cost-effective route and
the prompt and knowledgeable service
from Beaconplus works extremely well
for us. The time we would have to spend
on a similar service in-house is just not
available to us”
Tim Ball
Director of Operations
Stax Trade Centres plc

Once you’re happy with our analysis and recommendations we really go to work for you.
Negotiating with suppliers on your behalf is a common element of our service, as are
bill checking, cost monitoring and issue resolution. More specific examples include help
in opening new offices or retail outlets, management of fleet communications, or even
leading a complete overhaul of a multi-site voice and data network.
Whatever the solution, we have the experience, the knowledge and the people to get the
job done.
In addition, our clients say we have both the tenacity and diligence to really get to the
bottom of issues and make things happen, while still remaining ‘nice people to work with’.
What you get is not only smooth running and cost-effective telecommunications, but also
peace of mind and time to spend on even more pressing matters.

Helping you control the cost
of being in business
For more information telephone: 01565 755600, email: mail@beaconplus.co.uk or visit: www.beaconplus.co.uk
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“Outsourcing management of these

